For convenience, we introduce the conventions /£ 0 = 'S and Xfc -0 if k > n.
We write
(1) A(i4 lf X 2 , ... , A n ) = Σ 6 0 U*) -Σ 6 0 U*) (1 < * < *).
with the convention that in interpreting an equality or inequality involving and [1; 6] 
that r 2 (S) = r(S).
That is, Aj ~~ Ajς and Ajς ~ Aj are separated (1 <_j < k <_n), (Two sets are "separated" if neither meets the closure of the other.) 1.3. SOME LEMMAS. We shall require the following lemmas, some of which are known; the proofs of the rest are easy. If further Fr(^; ) n Fr(/4&) n Fr(^; u A k ) = 0 (/ ^ k), the sets /4 ; * can be chosen so that the sets Bj have disjoint frontiers.
(If n = 2, this reduces to [5, Ths. 7 and 7a] ; the general case follows by a straightforward induction over n*) (4) if further no three of the sets Aj have a common point (for example, if n = 2), then p = h. (Cf. [6, §2.6] .)
3
Throughout this paper, "disjoint" means "pairwise disjoint". 4 That is, the sets Aj and all their intersections Aj have only finitely many components. 
For in this case, X m falls into disjoint closed sets Aj, each contained in a single i4y; hence, from (5), each /^ 1 on X m .
2. An additional theorem. 
hUι," ,A n ) < r(S).
In the present section we shall obtain a considerable extension of this property (Theorem 1), and show that it is the "best possible" of its kind, incidentally obtaining a new characterization of r(S) (Theorem 2). Now (all the numbers involved being finite here) one readily verifies that
and repeated application of this identity gives (2) h(A l9 A 2 , ... , A n ) = Σ t where Σ s = Σ t hUm n X'-u XI) (s<t<n-l).
We first show that (3) Σ s < r(S) (1 < β < n-1).
For, from 1.3(4), we have
Let f t -, where / = 1, 2, , rej, be mappings of in the unit circle such that
(iii) for fixed ί, these mappings are independent on X s ι .
To prove (3) , it suffices to show that the total number 2*n t
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.£ ί £ n -1) of these mappings is at most r(S). Thus (4) gives gs ^ 1 on ^s +1 ; hence, from (iii), it follows that gs -1, and all the exponents p s y are zero. A similar argument, with s replaced by s + 1, then proves g 5 + i = 1, and so on; finally all the exponents p t j must be zero, giving the desired contradiction.
Now write
thus the sets £& are closed and cover S,.and it is easy to see that no three of them have a common point. We shall show:
ii k= t+2-s, then E k C ^i t+1 n X*-x ; and if A > ί+3-s, then E k C Cl(5 thus in each case (5) follows from (ii), (i), or (iv).
Thus the total number of mappings /j. is at most 
(2) For any set E 9 we have
(this generalizes [4, §6.5] 
For the approximation argument enables us to assume, as before, that the sets A i9 •.. , A n are closed and have disjoint frontiers. In 2.2(2) we easily verify that now Zj C A t + ι n X §-i whenever hence 2* s = 0 whenever s > λ.
(5) A further slight sharpening of Theorem 1 is implied by the following result.
If the sets A l9 « , A n have separated differences, and if A n (say) is either disjoint from, or contains, or is contained in, each other set, then h(A l9 ... , A n -χ, A n ) = h(A l9 ... , A n -X ). 
We may assume that
A. H. STONE
This follows on application of (4) and Theorem 1 to the p + q sets 2.4. CONVERSE. The converse of Theorem 1 holds in the following rather strong form, which represents an extension to any number of sets of the defining property of r(S).
THEOREM 2. Let integers m, n be given, where 2 < m _< n. Let A l9 9 A n be any n closed connected sets, no m + 1 of which have a common point, such that Fτ{Aj) n Fr(/4&) = 0 whenever j Φ k, and such that Aj u Afc -S when-
In this statement, the word "closed" may be replaced by "open".
To show that To complete the proof, let N be any integer such that
If r(S) = oo, this is trivial (take all but two of the sets Bj to be S), so we may assume r(S) < oo. From [6, §4.l], there exists a finite covering of S by closed connected sets E ϊ9 E 29 ••• , Ey, no three of which have a common point, whose nerve G satisfies r(G) = r(S) = r, say, and such that G is arbitrarily often "dispersed"; this implies [6, §3.4(7)] that G is obtainable from a graph H by subdividing each arc l\ of H which belongs to a simple closed curve in H, into at least 2 m 4-2 subarcs by extra vertices of order 2. We can select 8 r such (disjoint, open) 7 Note that we do not require every two sets Aj, Afc to cover S. In fact, if n nonempty closed sets are such that every two of them cover 5, then trivially all of them have a common point. 8 See, for example, the argument proving [β, §4.1(3)].
arcs Zx in //, say l i9 l 29 9 Z r , whose removal does not disconnect H; let Zλ (where 1 < λ < r) contain the consecutive vertices p^ Q , p^ P λ 2* * * * ' Pλ im °^ OΓ<^er ^ in G Denote by E^ . the set £& which corresponds to p^ .; thus, if 1 < λ £ r and 1 < / <_ 2 m -1, each E-^ • meets two and only two other sets E k9 namely £^ _ χ and £^ + 1 Define Bq, where 1 .<_ q < m, to be the union of all the sets £& except
Then Bq is closed, and is easily seen to be connected (cf. , A n to be n -m distinct points in it; clearly
and the proof is complete.
The modifications required to produce open sets Aj with similar properties are obvious.
3. Index inequalities for arbitrary sets. 
An argument entirely analogous to that in [4, §7] , based on 2.3 (1) and (2), gives:
3.2. THE CASE ra = 2. It is easy to see that the inequalities in Theorem 3 are "best possible"; however, Theorem 1 suggests that in the Corollary the term nr(S) could be replaced by (n -1) r(S), or more generally by (m -1) r{S) f where no m + 1 of the sets Cl(£y) have a common point. I have been able to prove this only in the case m = 2:
, E n are arbitrary subsets of S, no three of whose closures have a common point, then
Proof. We can assume that r(S) is finite, and that the systems of sets Write C o = C1(S-IΛ4 7 ); then Fr(C 0 ) C \JF J9 so that, from 1.3(7), each gt may be extended to a mapping (still denoted by gt) of 5 in 5 ι such that gt~Ί
(2 < / < n); then the sets C o , C l9 ••• , C Λ are closed and cover S, and each g^^lon each Cj. Let Z = U(C ; n C^), where 0 < / < h < n; then Z C UFr (Aj) C U/^ , so that each g t ~ 1 on Z. From 1.3(9) , the number N -s of mappings g^ is at most r(S), and the theorem follows.
3.4. REMARK. We remark that no inequality similar to Theorem 4, but in the reverse direction, can hold in general. For example, take S to be the plane, and let A be a circular disc and B an inscribed convex polygon plus its interior; then A, B are closed and connected, and 
COROLLARY. // S is unicoherent, and \ C\ \ are the components of an arbitrary set E, then b o [Fr(C λ )] + b o (E) = b o [Fr(E)];
and this property characterizes unicoherence among metrizable (locally connected and connected) spaces.
It would be interesting to know whether the extra hypotheses on 5 imposed in (iii) are needed. It would be easy to replace them by others (for example, local compactness plus perfect normality).
5. Modified addition theorems. The proof is a fairly straightforward generalization of that of [5, Th. ll], with 2,3(1) replacing [5, §7.4] . The extension of Theorem 7 to n sets, however, appears to present some difficulty.
ANOTHER MODIFICATION.
A more interesting modification of Theorem 1 is the following, in which r(S) does not enter explicitly; in some cases (in view of Theorem 6) it gives more information than does Theorem 1.
THEOREM 8. If A and B are arbitrary sets such that
FrU) n Fr(β) n FrU uδ) = 0, then h(A,B) + b o (A) < c(A).
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Proof. Write C = Cl[CoU)], and apply [4, Th. 6b ] to the closed sets Ju B, A n B, C. We obtain
From the frontier relation satisfied by the sets A and B, it readily follows that FT (A) n Co(B) is closed, and thence that each component of Fr(A) which meets B is contained in B.
Hence we see that
and consequently
But by 4.1(2), we have ί> 0 [FrU)] < b o (C) + c {A). Thus, provided that b o (C) is finite, we have proved (3) b o (Au B) + b o (A n B) < b o (B) + c(A),
from which the theorem follows immediately.
To complete the proof, we deduce that ( There is no difficulty in extending this theorem to any number of sets; for example, (2) can be extended to the following property, valid in an arbitrary topological space S (and generalizing [4, §7.4(1) ]):
, B n are arbitrary sets such that £ Σ toU/tFri^), ...,FrU the ranges of summation being 1 <_ h <^ m + n, 1 <_ 7 £ m, 1 _< k < n;
and (3) can be extended similarly.
AN INCLUSIVE RESULT. The next theorem includes both Theorem 1
and the extended Phragmen-Brouwer theorem (Theorem 6) as special cases. We shall need the following lemma.
LEMMA. If G is a set with only finitely many components, then there exists a finite set of points
x Ϊ9 x 2 , , Xq £-Fr(G) such that b 0 [G u (x x ) u ••• u (x q )] = b o (G).
For if G has components G u G 29
, G s , we have only to take at least one point Xj in every nonempty set Gχ n G μ (λ ^ μ). 
For, in the general case, we apply 1.3(3) to replace the sets Aj by slightly larger relatively connected sets Aj* having the same incidences and satisfying (3); and, in view of Theorem 5, the truth of (1) for the sets Aj* will imply (1) for the sets Aj.
From (3) 
Let Vp -union of those components of U p which meet Q p u \JFpkl\ clearly b o (Vp) is finite; and, since Fr(Fp) C Fr (t/p), it is easily seen that (5) continues to hold when /= p. Also the sets K, n Cp k n Λp&/ are (for varying k and ϊ) all pairwise separated and nonempty; hence the number of components of
To start the induction, we take G x to consist of the components of Co(Xy) with disconnected frontiers; the rest of the construction is exactly as in the general case. Thus (5) and (6) hold for / = 1, 2, , m -1. We remark that it follows trivially from (5) that
Now consider the "elementary symmetric sets"
Using (5) and (7), we obtain
Thus, since Z k -X k u U(^~p n Yp) u Y& , we find: and that in all the remaining cases the sets have disjoint frontiers. Hence
(1 < p < n + 2m -2, 1 < < n, 1 < A < m -1).
But (9) shows that
and, from (6).
Thus finally, since all the numbers involved here are finite, (1) follows from (10).
5.5. THE CASE OF FINITE EQUALITY. Suppose now that there is finite equality in (1) above, and that a point y exists in (say)
where £ is a component of X p ; thus y ψ.X p . It is easy to see that we may assume without loss of generality that p < m -1 and that the sets Aj are all open. Clearly y £ Fr(/Yp); thus we may carry out the preceding construction in such a way that y G Q p C V p . But, from the way in which (1) was derived from (10), we must now have h{X p , V p ) = 0, so that the component W of V p which contains y must meet £ in a connected set; consequently, since W = 0, it follows tkat W n £ meets one and only one of the sets with I / I = p. Since W meets Aγ n £, we have 1 C /; similarly 2 €1 /, , and (p + 1) C /, giving a contradiction.
5.6. REMARKS. We observe that the preceding results contain those concerning modified addition theorems in [$, Ths. 11 and lla]. For, in the first place, 1.3(1) together with an "approximation** argument shows that the relation Hence if A ί9 , A n also satisfy the condition (slightly stronger than in Theorem 9) that ¥τ(Aj n A^) n Fτ(Aj u A^) -0 (/ 5^ &), finite equality in Theorem 9 will imply, again from 1.3 (1) , that
a relation which is slightly stronger than (2), And if the sets A; satisfy the even stronger condition
it can be deduced from (2b) that
Finally, if there is finite equality in Theorem 1, then there will be finite equality in Theorem 9, for c(Xj) _> b o (Xj), by 4.1(3); and thus the above considerations will apply.
OTHER INEQUALITIES. Many other inequalities can be derived from
Theorem 9; for example: THEOREM 9a. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 9, we have This includes (ii) when p = 2; and (ii) follows in general by an easy induction over p.
5.8. GEOMETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS. TO illustrate the geometrical content of these theorems, we consider the case of two sets in more detail. Proof. We can assume that r(S) is finite. Write P = Co(^), Q = Co(£); then P and Q are connected, so that, from Theorem 1, b Q (P n Q) is finite. Let P n()(=Co(^ uδ)) have components 
(B)+ r(S).
But A* n S* = (A n B) u Co(A υ β), a union of two separated sets; thus the first part of the theorem follows. 
This follows on applying Theorem 10 first to A, B and then to Co (A), Co(B).
If S is unicoherent, the first part of this corollary reduces to [4, §4.5] .
6. Simple sets with disjoint frontiers. It is easy to see by examples (it suffices to take S to be a linear graph) that no smaller values of N are possible in general. To prove the rest of the theorem, we need two graph-theoretic lemmas. (1) If G has a cut-point R which is not a vertex of G, let PQ be the maximal 1-cell of G which contains R; thus here P Φ Q* and Q _ PQ is a union of two disjoint, closed connected nonempty subgraphs fl, K 9 neither of which has an end-point. From [6, §3.2(1)], we see that r(H) + r(K) = r(G), while, since G has no end-points, r(H) > 1 and r(K) >. 1. For the moment we assume that neither r(H) nor r(K) is 1. Write Ej ' = Ej n H, Ej" = Ej n K; it is easy to see that these sets are closed and connected, though possibly empty. Further, every two nonempty sets Ej ' must meet, since both must contain P unless one of the corresponding sets Ej is contained in H. Hence the hypothesis of induction applies to H and the nonempty sets Ej' y and UEj ' must be contained in the union of at most 2r(H) sets Ej, Similarly UEj "is contained in the union of at most 2r(K) sets £y. Thus we obtain at most 2r(G) sets Ej in all, which together contain UEj ' u UEj " further, their union is connected and so contains PQ and thus UEj, unless UEj' or UEj" is empty.
If UEj ", say, is empty but UEj ' Φ 0, it is easy to see that at most 2r{H) + 1 < 2r(G) sets Ej will suffice, namely those selected to contain UEj ', together with the set Ej which contains the largest subarc of PQ. If UEj ' = UEj " = 0, all the sets Ej are contained in PQ 9 and two of them will suffice.
If r(//), say, is 1 (so that H is a circle), the above argument needs modification only if one of the given sets is contained in H -(P); we leave the details to the reader.
(2) If G has a cut-vertex /?, but no cut-point other than a vertex, the argument is essentially the same as before, with PQ degenerating to R . As before, we may assume that the lemma is false, and that n is the smallest number of sets for which it fails; thus no Bj is contained in the union of the others. Define a "maximal end-line" PQ of G to be a maximal 1-cell PQ of G in which Q is an end-point of G; thus P ^ Q. li B l9 say, meets a maximal endline PQ which it does not contain, then (being closed and simple) B ι must be 6.5. COROLLARY. For any collection of more than 2r(S) simple subsets of S with disjoint frontiers, the union of some two of the sets contains the intersection of the rest.
6.6. FURTHER RESULTS. Evidently the method which was employed to prove Theorem 11 is of more general applicability; it shows, roughly speaking, that the incidences of a system of sets with disjoint frontiers are no worse than if S were a linear graph of the same degree of multicoherence. In the same way we may prove: THEOREM lla. Let A i9 A 2 , ••• , A n be n simple subsets of S, every two of which meet, and which have disjoint frontiers. If n is large enough compared with r(S) (assumed finite), then some Aj is contained in the union of two others.
(Note that no Aj need be contained in one other, irrespective of how large n is.) Here the determination of the "best" bound for n seems to be difficult: it can be shown, however, that, disregarding the trivial case r ( 
